[Effect of pressure and local adrenaline application on carotid sinus on the perfusion pressure in the perfused hindlimb].
On anaesthetized dogs the response of the perfusion pressure of a volume-constant perfused hindlimb and of the systemic arterial blood pressure during mechanical stimulation of the sinual baroreceptors, resulting in a rectangular increase in the intrasinual pressure and during local application of adrenaline at both carotid sinus bifurcations was determined, leaving the vagoaortic trunks intact. The mechanical stimulation of the sinual baroreceptors as well as the local application of adrenaline induced a pronounced decrease in the perfusion associated with a simultaneous fall in the systolic and diastolic blood pressure. The maximal decrease in systolic blood pressure at both types of stimulation was similar, however, the maximal fall in the perfusion pressure after application of adrenaline was less than that after rectangular mechanical stimulation of the sinual baroreceptors. A decrease in the heart rate after application of adrenaline was not observed. The mechanical stimulation of sinual baroreceptors before or after local application of adrenaline resulted in a similar decrease in the perfusion pressure of the perfused hindlimb.